30th March, 2015

The Public Procurement Board
Ministry of Finance and Economic Management
Government Headquarters
Brades
Montserrat

ADDENDUM #2 – AMENDMENTS TO ORIGINAL SCOPE
CONSTRUCTION OF MSS Temporary Timber Frame Structures Salem Campus

The client ministry has requested the relocation of the proposed buildings of the said project, which has resulted in the attached revised drawings. The amendments to the original scope are as follows:-

- The location of the buildings are now on the opposing side of the field.
- Footing for buildings B, C, D, E now reduced from 21 pads to 15 pads each.
- Floor finish now changed from T-G to Form-Ply.
- External walkways on field now altered to suit change in location of buildings.

Building A
- now located on top of the existing Tennis Court Club facilities.
- proposed external concrete sink now constructed as a stand-alone sink.
- proposed timber building must be elevated 18” above existing concrete roof to allow for exposed steel in existing concrete roof to be casted for use as columns.
- structure for projected area of building now altered.

Building B
- now projected off the embankment on the right side of the field.
- now contains an external balcony (for emergency egress).
- footing of projected building now varies from 2’-0” to 12’-0”
Building C  - alteration to rear staircase.

Building D & E  - now located on existing concrete slabs. Cost must now be amended to include breaking into the slabs to construct concrete footing for proposed buildings.

Tenderers are asked to note that the Public Procurement Board has granted an extension of time to the tender period for the above mentioned project. The new deadline for submission of tenders for the above captioned project has been extended from Monday 23rd March 2015 to Wednesday 8th April 2015 at 2pm.

Tenders and all supporting documents should be enclosed in an inner envelope duly sealed and bearing the words, “Tender for Construction of MSS Temporary Timber Frame Structures, Salem Campus”. The name and address of the tenderer should also be written on the inner envelope which should be addressed to the Chairman, Public Procurement Board, Ministry of Finance and Economic Management, Brades, Montserrat. The outer envelope should be duly sealed and bear the words, “Tender for Construction of MSS Temporary Timber Frame Structures, Salem Campus” and addressed to the Chairman, Public Procurement Board, Ministry of Finance and Economic Management, Brades, Montserrat. The outer envelope should reveal no indication as to the identity of the sender. All tenders MUST be submitted no later than 1400 hrs on Wednesday 8th April 2015.

Please be guided accordingly.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

Philip Chambers (Mr)
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Education

PMC/pmc/jj